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Proper Gradation: Paragraph RewriteProper Gradation: Your child's rewrite will get great handwriting practice as he rewrites the paragraphs on this page, adding appropriate grading and capital letters as needed.3rd gradeReading &amp; Writing This gradation spreadsheet is all about adding commas to a string. Your student will rewwwww a set of sentences
that create a string and add commas. You will enjoy it as practice for Grade 5 General Core Standards for Language, or for other students as needed. Commas for items in a SeriesCommas in a Series (Sports)Students will rewwwwww each sentence according to the sports theme. They'll add commas to separate items or phrases in a series. They will also
need to capital and properly grading.3rd to 5th Grades Commas to Offset Non-Essential InformationCommas After InterjectionsIn this worksheet, students will rewrite four sentences. They will add the correct capital writing and gradation. They will also place a comma after the word yes or no at the beginning of each sentence.3rd to 6th Grades Answering
Yes and No QuestionsStudents answer each question, in a complete sentence, beginning with the word yes or no. Students should place commas after with or without at the beginning of each sentence.4 through 6th grade Rewwwww rewwwww rewwwww written each sentence. Place commas and quotation marks in place.3rd to 5th Grades Table &gt;
Grammar &gt; Class 4 &gt; Phles &gt; Commas and items in a series In these worksheets, students add commas to sentences to separate strings of 3 or more items.  Note: in our answers, we generally do not include commas just before and or or (so-called Oxford commas or serial commas), although it is perfectly acceptable to do so. Similar: Is it good of
it? Apostrophes and possession Sign up and get access: All Premium Ad-free Experience response keys / Full-screen Pdf Unlimited access Commas in a SeriesCommas in a SeriesSy that use commas correctly in a list are important for your students to read, write, and communicate skills. Help them strengthen this skill with these comprehensive exercises.
Grade 3 Reading &amp; Writing
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